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ADDITIVE PERTURBATION OF M-ACCRETIVE
OPERATORS IN THE SPACE L"'(D)

By JONG-WON Yu

1. Introduction

Let Q be a measure space with bounded measure, and let R be the set of
all real numbers and peR) the power set of R. Suppose that a nonlinear
multivalued operator A is a m-accretive in the space L'" (D) and monotone
in the space L2 (D), and that f3 is a multivalued operator from DX R into
peR).

We define the operator A +f3 from L'" (D) into L '" (D) by
A+f3= {[u, v+w]EL"'(.Q) XL"'(.Q) :[u, v]EA and

w(x) Ef3(x, u(x» a. e. xE.Q}.

We proved that A +f3 is m-accretive when f3 is singlevalued ([5J). The
objective of the present paper is to prove that A +f3 is m-accretive in the
space L"'(.Q) under certain hypotheses when f3 is multivalued.

§ 2 is devoted to some preliminary results concerning with the main result
of this paper. § 3 contains main results and a corollary.

2. Preliminaries

Let LP (0) or only LP denote the Lebesgue space of .0 furnished the norm
11-llp for l:£.p:£.oo. Suppose that an operator A of L"'(.Q) satisfies the follow
ing condition (HI):

(HI) A is m-accretive in L '" CD) and monotone in L2 (.0), that is to say.

(a) A is accretive in L"'(.Q): for all [ut> VI], [U2'V2]EA and),>O,
Il uI-U2+), (VI- V2) I/",~ I/uI-U211""

Cb) A is monotone in L2 (D) :

for all [UI> VI], [U2' V2]EA, So (UI- U2) (VI-V2) ~O,
(c) for all ),>0, R (1+)'A) = L'" (.0).

We put J..= (1+),A)-l and A ..=),-1 (l-J.) for all ),>0. Then we have
the following elementary properties.
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LEMMA 2. 1. Let A be an m-accretive operator of Loo (D) . We have the
following ([3J).

(1) A.. is m-accretive in Loo (a) and for all ),>0 and Uh U2 E D (A) ,

IIA ..u1- AAu211"" ~ 2).-1I1u1- u211oo,
(2) A ..cAJ.. for all ).>0,
(3) (AA) -1 = A -1 +AI for all ),>0,
(4) IIA.lull",,~ IIAull oo for all uED(A) and ),>0, where

IIAulloo=inf {llvll",,: vEAu},

(5) J.lu=JI' ( i u+ ).~f1. J ..u) for all uE:L""(Q) and )., f1.>0.

LEMMA 2. 2. Suppose that an operator A of Loo (a) satisfies (HI).
T~n we have

(1) A=A2nLOO(Q)XL""(a), where A 2 is the closure of A in V(a).
(2) Let [u",v"JEA such that u,,-'>u, Vn-V in (J(LOO(Q),L1(Q» and

limfQu"v,,~ fQuv when n-'> +00, then [u,vJEA and

fQu"v,,~flJuV when n-'> +00.

Suppose an operator ~ from axR into P (R) satisfies the following condi
tion (H2):

(H2) {(a) a. e. xEa, rER -'> f3(x, r) EP(R) is maximal monotone,
(b) for every rER, there exists uEL""(Q) such that u(x) EMx, r)

a. e. xEQ.

We define the operator f3- 1 from DxR into P(R) by manner that rE
f3- 1(x, s) if and only if sE ~ (x, r). Finally, for all ),>0, let f3.. denote the
operator from QxR into R by f3;,=),-1(I- (I+).f3)-1), where I is the
operator from DxR into R such that for all xE:D, lex, r) =r.

LEMMA 2.3. Let ~ be an operator from axR into peR). We have:
(1) if f3 satisfies (H2) - (a), then f3- 1 satisfies (H2) - (a), too,
(2) ~ satisfies (H2)-(b) if and only if for all rE R, there exists uELOO(Q)

such that rE~-1(x,u(x» a.e. xEQ,
(3) if f3 satisfies (H2)-(a), then for all ).>D and rh r2ER, a. e. xEQ,

rER -'> f3A(X, r) ER is maximal monotone and
If3A(x,r1)-f3A(x,r2) I ~2).-1Irl-r21,

(4) if f3 satisfies (H2)-(b), then for all ),>0, ~.. satisfies (H2)-(b).

LEMMA 2. 4. Suppose that an operator f3 from Q X R into P (R) satisfies

(H2)-(a).
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Then a.e. xED, oj(x, ·)={3(x,·) for some proper convex lowersemicontin
uous function j:DXR ------) J-oo, ooJ ([2J).

PROPOSITION 2. 5. Suppose that an operator A of L co (D) satisfies (HI) and
that an operator {3 from DxR into R satisfies (H2) and for every rI, r2ER,
there exists M?;. 0 such that

1{3(x,rl)-{3(x,r)I~Mh-r,21a.e. xED.

Let A +{3 ~ rjJ. Then A +{3 is m-accretive in L co (D) ([5J) .

3. M-accretivity of A+{3 when {3 is multivalued

THEOREM 3. 1. Suppose that an operator A of LOO (D) satisfies (HI) and that
a multivalued operator (3 from D X R into P (R) satisfies (H2) , and that for
all fELCO(D) and A>O, there exists at most an uELCO(D) such that u+A
(A+{3)u 3f. Let A+{3~rjJ. Then A+{3 is m-accretive in LCO(D).

Proof: By lemma 2.3, for all e>O, {3.=e-1 (I- (I+e{3)-I) satisfies (H2),
and for all rh r2E R, I{3. (x, rl) - {3. (x, r2) I~2 e-1

1rl-r21.
Since A+{3 is nonempty, A+{3. is nonempty, too. According to proposi

tion 2.5, A+{3. is m-accretive in LCO(Q) for all e>O. Thus we have

(3.1) 11 (1 +A(A+{3.» -lfl- (1 +A(A +(3.» -lf21100~ Ilfl-f21100
for all flJ2ELCO(Q) and A, e>O.

Let A>O and fELCO(D). Put u.= (1 +A(A+B.»-lf for all e>O. Then
fEu.+A(A+{3.) u. and Ilu.lloo~lIflloo. Let

(3.2) v.EAu. such that U.+A(V.+{3.u.) -f.

Since {3.u. E (3(1 +e(3) -1 and 11 (1 +e(3) -lu.lloo~ Ilu.llco~ IIflloo for all e>O, by
(H2) - (b), {{3.u.} .>0 is bounded, and hence {u.} .>0 and {u.L>o are bounded
in L co (D) for each A>O. Let {en} 'n>O such that

(3.3) un=u'n------)u, vn=v.n------)v in a(LCO (D) , LI(D» when en------)O+.

(3.4) un=(l+en{3)-lun=un-en{3.nu------)u in a(LCO(Q) , LI(D» when en------)O+.

By (H2) - (a) and lemma 2. 4, there exists
j:QXR~J-oo, ooJ

such that j is proper convex lower-semicontinuous in Rand a. e. x E Q,
oj (x, .) = {3 (x, .).

We put, for all uEL2(D),

c/J(u)=\I/(u), if j(u)ELI(D)

+ 00, otherwise.
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Then cjJ is a proper convex lower-semicontinuous function from L2 (D) into
] - 00, 00] and the subdifferential ocjJ of cjJ coincide with the extension of f3

in L2(D).

Since f3.xun= ~ (f-un) -vnEf3(I+en{3)-lun=f3un, for all zEL2(D),

(3.5) AcjJ(z) -AcjJ(un) ~ (f- (u,,+Av,,) , z-un+e"f3.xu,,)

= (f, z - u" +enf3'nu,,) - (u" +Av", z) + (u" +Av", u" +e,.{3."u,,).

From (3. 3), (3. 4) and (3. 5) , we obtain

(3.6) AcjJ(z) -AcjJ(il,,) ~ (f, z-u) - (u+Av, z) + lim(u"+Av,,, u,,)

when n~OO for all zEL2(D). In particular cjJ(u) <00, putting z=u in (3.6)
we have lim(u"+Av,,, u,,) ~ (u+Av, u).

Since A satisfies (HI), 1+AA is m-accretive in Loo (D) and monotone in
L2(D). And (u",u,,+Av,,)E1+AA, u,,+}.,v,,~u+Av,u,,~uina(LOO(D),£l(D»

when n ~ +00. Hence, by lemma 2. 2,
(u, u+Av) El +}.,A and lim(u", u,,+Av,,) = (u, u+Av) .•_00

1
(u" - e"f3."u, -y(f - un) - v,,) E f3 and u" - s"f3••un ~ u,

~ (f-u,,)-vn~ ~ (f-u)-v in a(Loo(D), D(D» when n~+oo, and

1 .
(u,,-e,,{3•• U", X(f-u) -v)

1 1 1
=-y(u"-e,,f3.xu, f) --y(u", u,,+Av,,) +;:(enf3,.u", u,,+Av,,)

~ (u, f) -1 (u, u+Av) when n~+oo.

Hence by the proposition 2.5 of D], (u, f ~u -v) Ef3 a. e. xED. and

hence u is a solution of u+}.,(A+f3)u3f. According to the hypothesis of
uniqueness of this solution, we have proved that

fE R(I +A (A+f3) and u,.= (1 +A(A +f3,x» -If~ u= (1 +i1(A +(3» -If
in (J(LOO(D) , £l(D» when e,,~O+ (n~+oo).

Let fl'/2 E Loo (D) and A>O. Then according to (3. 1), we have
11 (1 +i1(A+f3) -lfl- Cl +A(A+f3) )-lf211",

~ Hml\ (1+A(A +f3,x» -lfl- (1+A(A +f3,x» -lf21100 ~ Ilfl - f21100.
••-00

Consequently, we proved that A +f3 is m-accretive in LOO (D) when f3 IS

multivalued.

DEFINITION 3. 2. Let A be an operator of a space of measurable functions.
We say that A is strongly injective if for all [U1> VI], [U2, V2] E A,

(UI-U2) (V1-V2) =0 implies U1 =U2'
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LEMMA 3. 3. Suppose that an operator A is monotone in L2 (D) and strongly
injective, and that an operator /3 from 0 X R into P (R) satisfies that a. e.
xEO, rER -- (3 (x, r) EP(R) is monotone. Then for all fEL'" (0) and A>O,
there exists at most one uEL"'(Q) such that u+A(A+/3)u:3 f.

Proof: Let ujEL"'(D) such that uj+A(A+(3)uj 3f Ci=1,2).
By definition of A +p, there exists Vj EL'" (0) such that Vj E AUj and

a. e. xEO, 1(f-Uj) -VjEPUj Ci=I, 2). Since A is monotone in V(D),

we have

L(UI-U2) (VI-V2) ~O,

and since (3 is monotone, we obtain

(UI-U2) (f ~Ul -~Il- ~ (f - U2) +v2) ~O,

and hence (UI-U2)(VI-V2)~0 a.e. xEO.
Hence (UI-U2) (VI-V2) =0. Since A is strongly injective, Ul=UZ'

From theorem 3.1 and lemma 3.3, we obtain the following corollary:

CoROLLARY 3. 4. Suppose that an operator A of L'" CD) satisfies (HI), and
A is strongly injective in L'" (D), and that an multivalued operator /3 from
OxR into peR) satisfies (H2). Let A+f3~rjJ.

Then A+f3 is m-accretive in L"'(O).

THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that an operator A of L"'(O) satisfies (HI) and
that an operator f3 from OxR into peR) satisfies (H2).

We suppose that for all M~O, the set {uED(A): Ilull",+ IIAull",~M} is re·
latively compact in L'" CD) . Let A +/3 =\: 9. Then there exists m-accretive oper
ator C of L'" (D) such that Cc A +/3.

Proof: By proposition 2.5, for all e>O, A+/3. is m-accretive in L"'(D).
Thus, for all f EL'" (0), there exists u. EL'" CO) such that

u,+A(A +/3.) u.= f.
Let veEAu. such that u,+A(v.+/3,u.) =1. Put

J;.,.= (1+A(A+f3.»-l.
Then we have u.=J;.,,1 and

(3. 7) llu.ll",=IIJ,;,JII",~ 11/11", for all e>O.

Since {/3.u,} .>0 is bounded, {u.} .>0, {v.} .>0 are bounded in L"'(O). Hence there
exists M~O such that Ilu.\I",+IIAusll",~\1.

According to the hypothesis of relatively compact, tu.} ,>0 is relatively corn·
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pact in L""(Q). Thus there exists {E,} such that for all fEL""(Q) and A>O,
u.,=J;',eJ _ J;.f when e, _ 0+. By lemma 2. 1 we have

(3.8) J;.,.,f=:J",.,(i f+(l- i)J;.,.J)

for all fEL""(Q) and A, J.t>O.
Since IIJ;.,.JI-J;.,.J211""~l/fl-f211",, for all flJ2 EL"" (Q) and il>O, s;>O,

we obtain

J;./=J,,( i f+(l- i )J;.f)

for all fEL""(Q) and '<,J.t>O.
We define an operator C of L""(Q) by

C={[J;./, f-Id ] :fEL""(Q) and A>O}.

Then C is m-accretive in L"" (D) and J;. = (1 + ilC) -1 for all '<>0.
For proof of CcA+/3, let [u,v]EC and u+v f. Then

u = (1 +C) -If = lim (1+A +fi.) -If.
1,-0

Put u.,= Cl+A+{3.,)f. Then f Eu.,+Au.,+{3.,u., and l/ue,II",,~ IIfl/ooo Let
v.,EAv., such that u.,+ (v.,+fi.,u.) -f. Since {f3.,u.,} .,>0 is bounded, {ve,} .,>0

is bounded in L"" (D) , and {u.,} .,>0 is bounded, too. Hence there exists
{ei.}.,.>O such that U.,.-u in L"" (D) and v.,,,-v' in aCL 00 CD), Ll (D» when
E,.-O+ and thus

Hm f u.,,,v.,.=5 uv'.
0$.#-0+ Q !J

According to lemma 2. 2., we have [u, v'] E A. On the other hand,

{3-1,j.(f-u.,,, -ve,.) 3u.,,,.
Thus by lemma 2. 1

{3-1 (/-Ue,.-v.i.) +ei"(f -U,e,,, -ve,.) 3u.j".

That is, [ue,,, -ei" (f-u.,,, -v.,,.) ,f-u.,,,v.i ,,]E8, and

/-u.,.-ve,,, -f-u-v' in a(L""(Q), V(Q»,

u.,. -ei" (/-u.j " -Ve,.) _ U in L""CQ)

when ei. _ 0+, and thus

Hm JCf-u.,.-v.,.) (Ue,.-ein(f-u,j,,-v.j.»=f (f-u-v')u.
'1'*_0+ {J Q

Thus by proposition 2.5 of D], we obtain f-u-v'EBu, and hence v-/-u
Ev'+,8uc(A+f3)u, that is, [u,v]EA+,8.

The proof of theorem 3. 5 is completed.
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